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notation. Similarly, some formal results concerning trees are deferred to the appendix, 
while they could be profitably included in the text. 
While many other text-books on similar topics provide the code of algorithms by 
using some didactic language (often a Pascal-like one), this text uses Pascal. We find 
this choice appropriate, since Pascal maintains the simplicity and lucidity of those 
didactic languages, while being a real, implemented one. Thus students can run 
programs and experiment hemselves the various algorithms proposed without hav- 
ing to worry about the complications of such a language as C. The book contains 
many figures which help in understanding some critical notions, and each chapter 
contains a summary and a set of problems. 
Summarizing, this is a good text-book for a second-year course on algorithms, 
provided that data structures have been treated in a previous course. 
Maurizio Gabbrielli 
Marcel0 Fiore, Axiomatic Domain Theory in Categories of Partial Maps (Cambridge 
University Press, 1996), ISBN 0 521 57188 
Domains are the mathematical structures used in denotational semantics to inter- 
pret programming languages and domain theory is the mathematical theory of such 
structures. In particular, axiomatic domain theory is a novel, exciting area of research 
whose aim is to answer the question “what is a category of domains?” in an axiomatic 
way, that is, by distilling the categorical structure corresponding to the properties 
which categories of domains should satisfy. 
There are many possible answers to the above question according to the applica- 
tion one has in mind. The author focusses here on domains for deterministic lan- 
guages, using as intended model the well-known category of complete partial orders 
(cpos) and partial continuous functions. The two main properties of this category are 
the presence of partial maps - corresponding to the non-termination of programs 
_ and the presence of recursive types, which allows a wide collection of useful data 
types to be defined. 
In the book, building upon work by Rosolini and by Moggi, the definition of 
a category of partial maps is decomposed into the definition of a category of total 
maps and a subcategory thereof specifying the admissible domains of definition for 
partial maps. For instance, the category of sets and partial functions can be derived 
from the category of total functions by choosing the subcategory of injective functions 
as admissible domains. 
One desirable property for partial maps is that they be representable in terms of 
total ones. The author shows that this holds when the inclusion of the category of total 
maps into the category of partial ones has a right adjoint. Indeed, the lifting monad 
arising from this adjunction allows one to represent every partial map from A to B as 
a total map from A to the lifting of B. 
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Interestingly, the category of algebras of the above lifting monad specializes, in the 
case of cpos, to the category of pointed cpos and strict continuous functions; more- 
over, in order to recover the non-strict functions it suffices to consider the co-Kleisli 
category of the comonad corresponding to the same adjunction. Yet another pleasing 
result is that the two natural notions of approximation obtained by testing and 
observing partial maps in this approach do coincide. 
Next, a thorough analysis of the categorical structure needed for interpreting data 
types in categories of partial maps is given. In particular, using the above adjunction, 
colimits in the category of total maps and colimits in the category of partial maps are 
related. For instance, in a suitable order-enriched setting, the existence of colimits of 
w-chains of embeddings in the category of total maps (with a terminal object) is 
reflected in the category of partial maps. This is important when studying recursive 
data types as solutions of recursive domain equations. 
For solving recursive domain equations, the author, building upon recent work by 
Peter Freyd, investigates situations in which every endofunctor (with respect to 
a suitable notion of enrichment) has an initial algebra and, moreover, the inverse of 
such an initial algebra is a final coalgebra - a property known as algebraic compact- 
ness. In particular, using Smyth and Plotkin’s ‘limit-colimit coincidence’, the author 
provides easily verifiable conditions under which algebraic compactness holds. 
Next, algebraic compactness is studied with respect to a particular enrichment, 
namely enrichment on the category of cpos and total continuous functions. A large 
class of categories algebraically compact with respect to such enrichment is organized 
into a 2-category which turns out to be an appropriate setting for interpreting not 
only recursive types but also recursive kinds. 
Once understood how to interpret data types in this axiomatic setting, one can start 
and interpret typed functional deterministic languages with recursive types. In par- 
ticular, the author gives an axiomatic denotational interpretation of the paradigmati- 
cal such language, namely Plotkin’s Fixed Point Calculus (FPC) - a metalanguage 
which can be used as a mathematical target language wherein ‘real’ deterministic 
languages can be translated and then studied. 
Finally, the question is investigated whether the axiomatic models of FPC are 
computationally sound and adequate. (By computational soundness of a model of 
a language is here meant that the sense that if a program of the language terminates 
then it has a denotation in the model; the converse property is called computational 
adequacy.) The answer for soundness is positive, while for adequacy an extra axiom 
_ absoluteness - is required. 
The axiomatic proofs of soundness and adequacy are striking examples of how the 
axiomatic approach allows one to prove theorems once and for all at an abstract level. 
Another tangible merit of the axiomatic approach is that it has already led to the 
discovery of new domains (eg, Fiore, Plotkin, and Power’s cuboidal sets). Moreover, 
steps have been made towards a representation theorem for domains comparable to 
Cayley’s representation theorem for groups. More speculatively, if the analogy with 
groups is to be taken seriously, one should expect that further models could be found 
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in other branches of mathematics or even farther afield. (Think of the groups found in 
crystallography, botany, psychology, etc.) 
On the whole, the author succeeds in the difficult task of finding the right level of 
abstraction. Moreover, the exposition is very precise and technically outstanding. The 
book itself is well structured, easy to consult (apart from missing a clear overview of 
the various axioms studied), and with an excellent lay-out, featuring plenty of beauti- 
fully drawn diagrams for the joy of the categorist. It is published by Cambridge 
University Press in the Distinguished Dissertations in Computer Science series. Since 
1990, each year the best British PhD theses in computer science are selected for 
publication in this series. Fiore’s thesis, written under the supervision of Gordon 
Plotkin, was completed in 1994. 
Daniele Turi 
